
General Music - 3rd grade

State Standards
Artistic Process - Creating 
Anchor Standard #1 - Generate and conceptualize 

artistic ideas and work
MU.CR.1.3a
a. Improvise rhythmic and melodic ideas (e.g. beat, meter, and rhythm).

MU.CR.1.3b
b. Generate musical ideas (e.g. rhythms and melodies) within specified 

tonality and/or meter.

Anchor Standard #2 - Organize and develop artistic 

ideas and work
MU.CR.2.3a

Prior Knowledge/New Learning to 

meet each standard

1. reading rhythm using standard counting including eighth, quarter, half, dotted 

half, dotted quarter, and whole notes and rests 

2. reading pitch in the treble clef inside the staff using standard notation

3. understanding how to read rhythm in 2/4, 3/4, and 4/4 time signatures

4. understanding basic chord structures of the I, IV, and V7 chords in a variety of 

key signatures

5. Understanding ahd performing other music concepts (dynamics, tempo, 

articulation, phrasing, genre, mood)

6. Understanding improvisation and chord structure and how it cordinates with 

rhythm

7. Knowledge of pitches, fingerings, breathing, and articulation on an instruments 

(recorder)

8. Pull together all concepts at the same time and perform them.

1. reading rhythm using standard counting including eighth, quarter, half, dotted 

half, dotted quarter, and whole notes and rests 

2. reading pitch in the treble clef inside the staff using standard notation

3. understanding how to read rhythm in 2/4, 3/4, and 4/4 time signatures

4. understanding basic chord structures of the I, IV, and V7 chords in a variety of 

key signatures



a. Demonstrate selected musical ideas for a simple improvisation or 

composition.

MU.CR.2.3b
b. Use notation to document personal or collective rhythmic and melodic 

musical ideas (e.g. sequencing).

Anchor Standard #3 - Refine and complete artistic 

work
MU.CR.3.3a
a. Apply teacher-provided and collaboratively-developed criteria and 

feedback to evaluate and revise personal musical ideas.

MU.CR.3.3b

1. reading rhythm using standard counting including eighth, quarter, half, dotted 

half, dotted quarter, and whole notes and rests 

2. reading pitch in the treble clef inside the staff using standard notation

3. understanding how to read rhythm in 2/4, 3/4, and 4/4 time signatures

4. Understand dynamic, tempo, artculation, and phrasing terms, symbols and 

meanings

5. Perform dynamics, tempo, articulation and phrasing as written in a piece of 

music OR as created by a student

1. reading rhythm using standard counting including eighth, quarter, half, dotted 

half, dotted quarter, and whole notes and rests 

2. reading pitch in the treble clef inside the staff using standard notation

3. understanding how to read rhythm in 2/4, 3/4,  and 4/4 time signatures

4. understanding basic chord structures of the I, IV, and V7 chords in a variety of 

key signatures

5. Use listening skills to notate what students hear/play using standard notation

6.  Pull all concepts together at the same time to creat a short composition

1. reading rhythm using standard counting including eighth, quarter, half, dotted 

half, dotted quarter, and whole notes and rests 

2. reading pitch in the treble clef inside the staff using standard notation

3. understanding how to read rhythm in 2/4, 3/4, and 4/4 time signatures

4. Knowledge of correct vocal technique including creating a singing voice, pitch 

matching, breath control, and basic vocal health

5. Knowledge of pitches, fingerings, breathing, and articulation on an instrument 

(recorder)

6. Perform work on instrument/voice for group

7. Evaluate work using a rubric (teach students how to grade using a rubric, 

practice on a teacher performance)

8. Apply teacher compiled feedback to revise composition



b. Present the final version of personally or collectively created music to 

others and explain their creative process.

Artistic Process - Performing
Anchor Standard #4 - Select, analyze, and interpret 

artistic work for performance
MU.PR.4.3a
a. Demonstrate and explain how the selection of music to perform is 

influenced by personal interest, knowledge, purpose, and context. 

MU.PR.4.3b
b. Demonstrate understanding of the form in music selected for 

performance.

1. reading rhythm using standard counting including eighth, quarter, half, dotted 

half, dotted quarter, and whole notes and rests 

2. reading pitch in the treble clef inside the staff using standard notation

3. understanding how to read rhythm in 2/4, 3/4, and 4/4 time signatures

4. Knowledge of correct vocal technique including creating a singing voice, pitch 

matching, breath control, and basic vocal health

5. Knowledge of pitches, fingerings, breathing, and articulation on an instrument 

(recorder)

6. Perform work on instrument/voice for group

7. Write and read a paragraph explaing how they created their piece of music 

(including how they got their melody, rhythm, the revisions process, and how they 

prepared for performance)

1. Discuss reasons (purpose) that composers write music

2. Discuss composer motivations for creating music including their personal 

interests, the current music styles AND the styles they specialize in, the purpose 

for the music, and the history surrounding the piece of music.

3. Have students write a paragraph about the performance piece including all 4 

catagories for each of the pieces to be performed at the school concert.

1. Differentiated between different musical ideas in a song (identifying different 

melodic ideas - ex: verse, chorus) in both notation and auditorally

2. Identifying 'road map' symbols and schemes in written music (1st and 2nd 

endings, D.C. and D.S. al Coda, repeat signs, etc)

3. Recording form patterns in music and identifying a variety of basic forms (AB, 

ABA, ABACA, etc)



MU.PR.4.3c
c. Read and perform rhythmic patterns and melodic phrases using notation. 

MU.PR.4.3d
d. Demonstrate an understanding of musical concepts (e.g. physical, verbal, 

or written response--understanding of musical concepts and how creators 

use them to convey expressive intent).

Anchor Standard #5 - Develop and refine artistic 

work for presentation
MU.PR.5.3a

1. reading rhythm using standard counting including eighth, quarter, half, dotted 

half, dotted quarter, and whole notes and rests 

2. reading pitch in the treble clef inside the staff using standard notation

3. understanding how to read rhythm in 2/4, 3/4, and 4/4 time signatures

4. Knowledge of correct vocal technique including creating a singing voice, pitch 

matching, breath control, and basic vocal health

5. Knowledge of pitches, fingerings, breathing, and articulation on an instrument 

(recorder)

1. Learn, perform, and write about different dynamic, tempo, articulation, and 

phrasing terms

2. Learn and write about the different genres of music. Perform music from 

different genres (music styles).

3.  Learn and write about the different colors/moods. Explain how mood is created 

using other music elements. Perform music with different colors/moods.

4. Talk about how different music concepts contribute to the expressive intent 

(message) of songs.

5. Talk about how each concept is used by the composer to create expressive 

intent (message) and why they chose that concept instead of another.



a. Apply teacher-provided and collaboratively-developed criteria and 

feedback to evaluate performance.

MU.PR.5.3a

1. reading rhythm using standard counting including eighth, quarter, half, dotted 

half, dotted quarter, and whole notes and rests 

2. reading pitch in the treble clef inside the staff using standard notation

3. understanding how to read rhythm in 2/4, 3/4, and 4/4 time signatures

4. knowledge of correct vocal technique including creating a singing voice, pitch 

matching, breath control, and basic vocal health

5. Knowledge of pitches, fingerings, breathing, and articulation on an instrument 

(recorder)

6. Identifying road map symbols and schemes in written music (1st and 2nd 

endings, D.C. and D.S. al Coda, repeat signs, etc)

7.  Learn and perform the different dynamic, tempo, articulation, and phrasing 

terms.

8. Learn about and perform music from a wide variety of genres (music styles).

9. Learn and perform music in a wide variety of different colors/moods, using 

other music elements to create the effects.

10. Discuss during rehearsals how well we just performed various aspects of the 

music like pitch, rhythm, dynamics, tempo, articulation, phrasing, doction, and 

mood.



b. With an appropriate level of independence rehearse to refine technique, 

expression, and identified performance challenges.

Anchor Standard #6 - Convey meaning through the 

presentation of artistic work
MU.PR.6.3a

1. reading rhythm using standard counting including eighth, quarter, half, dotted 

half, dotted quarter, and whole notes and rests 

2. reading pitch in the treble clef inside the staff using standard notation

3. understanding how to read rhythm in 2/4, 3/4, and 4/4 time signatures

4. knowledge of correct vocal technique including creating a singing voice, pitch 

matching, breath control, and basic vocal health

5. Knowledge of pitches, fingerings, breathing, and articulation on an instrument 

(recorder)

6. Identifying road map symbols and schemes in written music (1st and 2nd 

endings, D.C. and D.S. al Coda, repeat signs, etc)

7.  Learn and perform the different dynamic, tempo, articulation, and phrasing 

terms.

8. Learn about and perform music from a wide variety of genres (music styles).

9. Learn and perform music in a wide variety of different colors/moods, using 

other music elements to create the effects.

10. Discuss flaws in performance and how we improve elements like pitch, rhythm, 

dynamics, etc.



a. Perform music with appropriate expression and technique (e.g. mallet 

placement).

MU.PR.6.3b
b. Demonstrate performance and audience decorum appropriate for the 

occasion.

Artistic Process - Responding
Anchor Standard #7 - Perceive and analyze artistic 

work
MU.RE.7.3a

1. knowledge of correct vocal technique including creating a singing voice, pitch 

matching, breath control, and basic vocal health

2. Knowledge of pitches, fingerings, breathing, and articulation on an instrument 

(recorder)

3. Identifying road map symbols and schemes in written music (1st and 2nd 

endings, D.C. and D.S. al Coda, repeat signs, etc)

4.  Learn and perform the different dynamic, tempo, articulation, and phrasing 

terms.

5. Learn about and perform music from a wide variety of genres (music styles).

6. Learn and perform music in a wide variety of different colors/moods, using 

other music elements to create the effects.

7. Knowledge and performance of correct playing technique on the given 

instrument (ex: mallet, boomwhacker, or hand druming techniques)

1. Discuss appropriate audience behavior for a variety of performance situations 

(jazz concerts, classical concerts, rock concerts, etc) and how they vary

2. Demonstrate appropriate audience behavior during in class and whole school 

performances.



a. Explain how music listening is influenced by personal interest, knowledge, 

purpose, and context.

MU.RE.7.3b
b. Demonstrate and explain how musical concepts and contexts affect 

responses to music (e.g. personal and social).

Anchor Standard #8 - Interpret intent and meaning in artistic work

MU.RE.8.3
a. Demonstrate knowledge of expressive attributes and how they support 

creators’/ performers’ expressive intent.

Anchor Standard #9 - Apply criteria to evaluate artistic work

MU.RE.9.3

1. Have students express person opinions about pieces of music.

2. Discuss how personal opinions on a large scale influence what becomes popular 

music

3. Discuss how understanding music concepts, subject mattter, composer 

motivation, and other factors can change how we listen and have students 

respond explaing this for a variety of pieces of music.

4. Explain how the purpose behind a piece of music can change how we listen to it 

(does it tell a story, explore a concept, teach something, music for listening, add to 

a movie, etc)

5.  Explain the history behind the piece of music and motivations the composer 

might have for creating it and how that effects what we are listening to.

1. Learn, perform, and write about the different dynamics, tempos, articulations, 

phrasing, genres, and color/moods of music.

2. Learn about the history behind the piece of music and it's purpose (what it was 

written for)

3. Express personal opinion using concepts and context

4. Express a social opinion using concept and context (what is the popular opion - 

or as an objective reviewer)

5. Differentiate between personal opinion and objective review

1. Learn, perform, and write about the different dynamics, tempos, articulation, 

phrasing,  genres and color/mood.

2. Explain how each music element contributes to the overall mood of the piece of 

music.



a. Apply teacher-provided and collaboratively-developed criteria to 

evaluate musical works and performances.

Artistic Process - Connecting

Anchor Standard #10 - Synthesize and relate 

knowledge and personal experiences to make art

MU.CN.10.3a
a. Identify pieces of music that are important to one's family 

MU.CN.10.3b
b. Explore various uses of music in daily experiences (e.g. songs of 

celebration, game songs, marches, T.V., movie, and video game sound 

tracks, dance music, and work songs).

Anchor Standard #11 - Relate artistic ideas and 

works with societal, cultural, and historical context 

to deepen understanding

1. Learn, perform, and write about the different dynamics, tempos, articulation, 

phrasing,  genres and color/mood.

2. Explain how each music element contributes to the overall mood of the piece of 

music.

3. Discuss how we decide if a piece o fmusic is good or not (music critic).

4. Present and discuss different elements that are important for different genres of 

music (ex: correct instruments/voices, quality sound, good phrasing, characteristic 

sound for the genre,etc.)

1. Give students a format to discuss this with their families

2. Have a discussion about the importance of music in our families and 

communities. Have students respond about what they learned from talking with 

their families about music.

1. Learn, perform, and write about a wide variety of music genres.

2. In a group and then individual setting have students identify the purpose of a 

piece of music we are studying when applicable.



a. Explore and describe relationships between musics and other content 

areas (e.g. dance, visual art, dramatic arts, literature, science, math, social 

studies, and language arts).

MU.CN.11.3b
b. Describe how context (e.g. social, cultural, and historical) can inform a 

performance.

Dance - 1. Discuss how to determine if music can be danced to. 2. Discuss the type of dance 

that would be typical if applicable 3. Show a video clip of said dance OR perform said dance 

4. Write about what elements to look for in dance music and why

Visual Art - 1. Discuss how music and visual art can work together (tradition, digital, 

animation, video, etc) 2. Have students create their own artwork in relation to music they 

hear

Dramatic Arts - 1. Discuss how music can add or detract from performance media (tv, 

movies, plays, musicals, etc)2. Create an idea for a play/movie/musical based on a piece of 

music in class 3. Watch video clips of performances of pieces of music in dramatic arts

Literature - 1. Talk about how music can tell a story 2. Have students tell a story through 

music 3. Discuss how music furthers the plot line in dramatic 4. Discuss the poetry of music 

lyrics

Science - 1. Discuss acoustics (vibration, hearing, and sound) 2. Discuss amplification 3. 

Discuss how sound waves work 4. Discusss how size effects pitch 5. Discuss how 

instruments physically work (ex: piano - when you push a key, a hammer hits the string 

which causes it to vibrate, creating the sound)

Math - 1. Relate rhythm to fractions 2. Discuss how length and pitch are related

Social Studies - 1. Discuss the history of pieces of music 2. Discuss the lives of 

composer/performers 3. Discuss how music fits into historical events

Language Arts - 1. Write their own song lyrics 2. Write short stories based on music they 

hear 3. Use visual organizers to discuss elements of music 4. Apply basic writing 

conventions to subject related assignments 5. Learn subject related vocabulary

1. Discuss how the history of a piece of music changes how it's performed (ex: 

audience always stands during performance of Hallelujah Chorus, musicians leave 

the stage during the Farewell Symphony)

2. Discuss why certain concerts have different concert ettiquette and why that is 

important to understand and plan for in live performances (ex: clapping after jazz 

solos)

3. Discuss how different cultures approah the same music events (concerts, the 

olymic opening ceremonies) including things like percision of performance, dress 

codes, individual or group focus, etc


